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Abstract: 

Cognitive Radio (CR) is an adaptive, intelligent radio and network technology that can automatically detect available channels in 

a wireless spectrum and change transmission parameters enabling more communications to run concurrently and also 

improve rad io operating behavior. Spectrum sensing determines which portions of spectrum are available   and detect the presence 

of users. Cognitive radio  cooperative spectrum sensing occurs when a group or network of cognitive radios share the sense 

informat ion they gain. This provides a better picture of the spectrum usage over the area where the cognitive radios are located. 

The objective of our work is to develop a scheme for cooperative distributed decision reporting scheme in centralized fusion 

center for CR network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The given natural frequency spectrum, the highest data        

rate of wireless communication applications are gradually  

increases, the current static frequency allocation policies       

can accommodate. However, as reported by Federal 

Communicat ion Commission (FCC), a great number of 

spectrum bands in the world are underutilized [1]. Last decades 

have witnessed a dramat ic increase in  the number of wireless 

communicat ion system users [2]. The scarcity of spectrum 

resources becomes the bottleneck to providing new 

communicat ion services. Meanwhile, the precious spectrum 

resources are not fully used, since the current policy allocates 

the wireless spectrum in a fixed manner that limits the access 

of the potential unlicensed users. In order to address this issue, 

cognitive radio  has been proposed as a means to promote the 

spectrum utilization efficiency [3]. The cognitive rad io is a 

radio that can change its transmitter parameter based on 

interaction with the environment in which it operates. The 

cognitive radio network (CRN) that consists of primary user 

and CR users. CR users possess the cognitive capabilities of 

their surrounding radio environment, which allows using free 

band without any harmfu l interference to the primary user [4]. 

Whenever the primary user appears CR user should vacate the 

band as soon as possible. CR is an intelligent communicat ion 

system where the secondary user first detects which spectrum 

bands are in use and which are not, and then accesses the idle 

bands while avoiding occupied ones so as to improve the 

utilizat ion efficiency of wireless spectrum [3]. The CR 

technology is used to detect the primary user, which is also 

referred as spectrum sensing. Spectrum sensing is a procedure 

that the cognitive radio captures the informat ion of the 

available band, detects the spectrum holes, and then shares the 

frequency with no harmfu l interference with other primary  

users. Thus the spectrum sensing counts for much both in 

protecting the usage of primary user and promoting the 

utilizat ion of white space. The major challenge of spectrum 

sensing involves the hidden terminal problem, which is usually 

occurred due to the noise uncertainty, shadow and multipath 

fading. However, the effect of fading and shadowing on the 

spectrum sensing process can be very negative. These two 

problems can result in a secondary user failing to detect a 

primary signal, which  is known as the hidden node problem. In  

order to avoid this problem, cognitive radio systems must be 

significantly more sensitive in detecting the primary  

transmissions than the primary receivers [5]. Recent research 

has shown that the cooperative spectrum sensing is an efficient 

strategy to solve this problem. In order to reduce the individual 

sensitivity requirements of CRs, the technique that has been 

most frequently used is Cooperative Spectrum Sensing [6]. 

Cooperative Spectrum Sensing is based on combining  the 

sensing results of multiple cognitive rad io nodes to reach the 

final decision. By merging the local observations of different 

secondary users, we are explo iting the spatial diversity of 

independently fading signals, and thus we are enhancing our 

probability of successful detection. First of all, we can find 

methods based on a distributed or a centralized approach. In a 

distributed approach, all secondary nodes exchange their 

sensing results and then each node combines the results of its 

neighbors to make the final decision indiv idually. On the other 

hand, centralized methods use a base station or fusion center 

that collects the results of all secondary users and executes the 

data fusion to reach the final decision.CR users, with a 

centralized or d istributed mode, respectively; finally, the 

ultimate decision will be made based on the associated sensing 

result.  The decision will be made with the help of informat ion 

fusion. Information fusion is constructed with two formats, i.e ., 

data fusion and decision fusion. For data fusion, each CR user 

shares its observation in a morphism manner without making a 

local decision; while decision fusion integrates the local 

decision of each CR user to make a final decision. It is proved 

that data fusion outperforms decision fusion [7]. We propose a 

built-in decision reporting scheme based on cyclostationary 

features.  Cyclostationary features are induced by the inner 

periodicit ies of sine wave carriers, pulse trains, repeating 

spreading codes, etc., that most of the digital communicat ion 

signals in use today contain [8]. We review the cyclostationary 

features in terms of spectral correlation function, it has been 
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proposed in [10] and then we induce the cyclostationary-based 

decision reporting scheme. A novel coordination algorithm 

based on the CDD-induced cyclostationary signatures for 

CRNs has been proposed in [9]. The rest of the paper is 

outlined as follows. In chapter 2, Network model is discussed 

in detail, simulation results and conclusion is illustrated in 

chapter 3 and chapter 4 respectively. 

 

II. NETWORK MODEL 

 

We considered Cognitive Radio Network that consists of one 

primary user and mult iple secondary users. As illustrated in 

Fig.1. The signal-to-noise (SNR) value of each CR user is 

considered as the same. 

 

 
 

Figure.1. Network Model  

  

In detection of primary user (PU) is realized the energy 

estimation and cooperative spectrum sensing. We are using the 

distributed decision fusion method. The signal energy are 

measured independently by the CR or secondary users using 

spectrum sensing and then shares the sensing result with its 

neighboring CR users. The CR user makes the final decision of 

spectrum sensing using the AND or OR rule and decides 

whether to occupy the available spectrum band or keep silent. 

The data transmission over the CR user is based on CDD-

OFDM mechanis m. This mechanism has been adopted for 

wireless communication standard. In Cooperative spectrum 

sensing has much benefit to use, including hidden terminal 

avoidance, short sensing duration, little  interference to the 

primary user (PU), etc.,[1]. We would have to analysis the 

false alarm and system throughput of our system.  Consider the 

primary user transmits a deterministic signal with constant 

transmitting power assumed to be   
     without loss of 

generality, channel fading is not considered here. Thus, the 

local energy sensing detection of the CR user i could be 

represented as a Neyman-Pearson Lemma hypothesis problem, 

given by   
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where,  

    is received signal, 

 s is transmitted signal, 

 v is Additive White Gaussian noise. 

By using the Q function, the local probabilities of detection 

and false alarm of the CR user i could be given as  
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Where    is the threshold for the CR user i. Thus the CRN with 

N users, the corresponding network probabilit ies of detection 

and false alarm, with   and   representing the AND and OR 

combination ru les respectively, could be given by 
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where, 

    is referred as probability of detection 

    is referred as probability of false alarm 

 

Since the SNR level of of each CR user considered as same. 

The uniform threshold   could be utilized for all local energy 

detections. Hence, the local    and    of each CR user would  

be the same. The network probability of false alarm decrease 

as the number of cooperative users increases, which indicates 

more cooperative users would result in better sensing 

performance. We assumed the cognitive frame period    
     , and sensing time         be constant for all CR 

user. Decision information is associated through the time 

division mult iple access (TDMA) mode, keeping        

for each exchange time. Then, the system throughput  , termed  

as the ratio of the available transmission time    and   , could 

be obtained by 
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where, 

    is Transmission time 

    is Frame period 

    is Sensing time  

 

III S IMULATION RES ULT 

  

In this model we have implemented the cognitive radio 

network with AND and OR with spectrum correlation function 

(SCF), to achieve maximum system throughput. Here the 

primary user and secondary user can be located at any point in 

the system without any res trictions based on distance between 

the nodes, average area etc.  

 

 
Figure.2. Representation of PU to S U 
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The model representation of CRN is shown in Fig.2. The PU 
are represented by green colour and SU by red colour. 
 

 
 

Figure.3. Representation of sending sensed result from     

to     

 

 
 

Figure.4. Representation of sharing sensed result from     

to     

 

Initially the sensing channel represents that Primary user     

is communicat ing with the secondary user    . The secondary 

user (    is communicat ing with other secondary user. It  

shares the sensing results with the secondary users such as 

   ,     ,     ,     ,     , and      , to detect the unused  

spectrum and to check for the free available channel without 

any interference. The sensing channel represents that Primary  

user     is communicat ing with the secondary user     . The 

cooperation of sensing result is shared among     as depicted 

in Fig.6.  

  

The secondary user      is communicat ing with other 

secondary user. It  shares the sensing results with the secondary 

users such as   ,    ,     ,     ,     , and     , to detect  

the unused spectrum and to check for the free available 

channel without any interference.  

 
Figure.5. Representation of sending sensed result from     

to      

 

 
Figure.6. Representation of sharing sensed result from 

     to     

 

Figure 7 depicts the system throughput with different number 

of cooperative users. The maximum system throughput can be 

achieved when 5 CR user part icipate the cooperation and 

throughput would degrade when more CR users accumulated 

in the network For the plot versus system throughput and 

number o f cooperative users having performance of AND ru le, 

OR rule, AND/SCF and OR/SCF.  We can see that for the 

AND/SCF gives the better performance than the other 

techniques. Simulation is carried with throughput as number of 

cooperative users. It is observed that, maximum throughput is 

achieved with  5 cooperative users and the throughput degrades 

as cooperative users increases. 

 

 
Figure.7. Representation of system throughput of decision 

method  
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Figure.8. Representation of false alarm of decision method  

 

Figure 8 illustrates the network probability of false alarm with 

different number of cooperative users respectively, both for 

AND OR ru les, under the condition that the network 

probability of detection is maximum. As shown in Fig. 8 the 

network probability of of false alarm decreases as the number 

of cooperative users increases, which indicates more 

cooperative users would result in better sensing performance. 

  

IV CONCLUS ION 

 

In this paper we have discussed the cyclostationary signature 

based distributed decision reporting scheme using centralized  

fusion centre for cognitive radio networks. Cooperative 

spectrum sensing in CR networks was CR network was 

constructed with AND and OR rule with SCF.   We designed 

network model for Cyclostationary Signature based distributed 

decision reporting scheme using centralized fusion center for 

Cognitive Radio Networks using NetAnim 3.105. In  

simulation result, the throughput is rising for first 5 

cooperative users; it is maximum at 5 cognitive users after that  

throughput degrades when the number of cooperative users 

increases, then the probability of false alarm is also minimum 

at the point of number of 5 cooperative users for the methods 

of AND, OR,AND/SCF and OR/SCF. However   from the 

simulation result, it is cleared that the system throughput 

performance is maximum for AND/SCF and probability of 

false alarm is minimum for AND/SCF. This results in  

minimizat ion of sensing time. 
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